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T
he sudden collapse of Com
munism in Eastern Europe
has amazed and elated the
West. But what does it
mean? If Communism has

lost, what has won?
The usual answer is "democ

racy." And this is assumed to be
not only obvious and unam
biguous, but unquestionably
good.

True, free elections are finally
being held in what used to be
tyrannical one-party oligarchies.
So far, so good. But we are en
titled to doubt that this is the end
of the matter, let alone "the end of
history."

The mere possession of de
mocracy does not guarantee free
dom in every respect, because
democracy is only one form of
freedom, whose exercise may
work to the detriment of other
forms. This is recognized by
those who fear that the end of
Communism may mean the re
sumption of other evils of the
past, long suppressed: violent na-

ust the other day, hard-eyed
federal cops descended on
young lawbreakers all across
America. Their crime wasn't
drugs or gang warfare or even

shoplifting. It was work.
Given the number of bums in

festing our cities, one might as
sume a Republican administra
tion would not attack work. One
would be wrong.

Labor Secretary Elizabeth
Dole-wife of Senator Bob (R
IRS)-is a pal of big labor, an

.institution which really ought to
be called big anti-labor. Unions
use violence and government-

tionalism, the crushing of minor
ities, and so forth.

Most of us pay lip service to
democracy, but we don't all agree
as to why it is good. We merely
agree that it is to be preferred over
certain things in our historical
memory: oppressive regimes that
could be overthrown only with

granted privileges to get more
money for less work. As part of
this effort, they seek to outlaw
the competition-newer people
who might work harder or for
market wages.

At the behest ofMrs. Dole and
the unions, President Bush and
Congress raised the minimum
wage. This abolished entry-level
jobs suitable for kids ill-educated
in the government schools. Now
Mrs. Dole, with White House
support, is usurping parental
rights with a union-inspired at
tack on "child labor." Like the
minimum wage increase, it does

difficulty and danger.
This, I submit, is the real vir

tue of democracy: it institu
tionalizes the peaceful overthrow
of rulers. It is a principle of suc
cession, and as such is opposed to
hereditary succession, appoint
ment within a closed oligarchy,

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

great harm.
After her Labor police investi

gated and fined a legion of busi
nesses in Operation Child Watch,
Mrs. Dole said: "I want to deliver
a clear message to employers,
parents, and youth. The cop is on
the beat."

Some cop. These 14 and 15
year-old kids hold part-time jobs
because they need the money,
but it's illegal for them to work
more than three hours a day, later
than 7:00 pm, or more than 18
hours a week. Thus if a teenage
busboy works three and a half

CONTINUED ON PAGE FOUR
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or violence.
To be sure, there have been

thoughtful dissenters. Samuel
Johnson preferred heredity, on
grounds that it made for stability.
Being in a sense "accidental," it
aroused, he thought, less envy
and rivalry than any attempt to
establish rule according to merit.
Johnson detested political agita
tion, and for that reason dis
trusted popular election. When
Boswell suggested that the elec
tion of mayors of London might
be better than the chancy custom
of rotation by seniority, Johnson
snapped that "the choice of a rab
ble" was no better than chance.
We need not accept his belief
fully-Johnson's Tory biases are
notorious-but we ought to give
his reservations some weight.
Even good things have their at
tendant drawbacks.

On one pointJohnson was em
inently right. "The end of politi
cal liberty," he said, "is private
liberty. " He insisted that the free
doms now associated with de
mocracy, such as freedom of the
press, ought to be judged accord
ing to whether they tended to
promote private liberty. His insis
tence on this principle sets him
apart from those who identify
certain specific freedoms with
freedom itself

A good deal of modern liberal
opinion equates freedom more
with the ballot-box and freedom
of expression, say, than with the
security of private property that
was the great criterion for such
diverse 18th-century thinkers as
Johnson, Burke, Jefferson, and
Madison. Modem liberalism, in
fact, regards it as an advance for
freedom if wealth is "democra
tized" by being claimed for "the
public sector." And modern de
mocracy has increasingly become
a public competition for what
was formerly private money.

The Founding Fathers would
have been horrified by the
change. Madison himself wrote
in The Federalist that the "chief
object" of government is "to pro-

tect the separate and unequal fac
ulties ofacquiring property. " The
nominal goal, at least, of modem
democratic government is to
equalize the possession ofwealth.
This, as we should have learned
by now, can't be done. But even
the attempt to do it renders all
wealth insecure, by making it
subject to political power.

Democracy in our time has be
come infected with a version of
socialist or "progressive" ideology
that is deeply at odds with the
traditional ideal of an impersonal
rule of law. According to its al
most unquestioned idiom, the
role of the state is not merely to
provide a set of rules to create
peaceful and stable conditions of
social intercourse; it is to pursue
"social justice," to remedy "his
torical inequities," to "eradicate
prejudice," and the like.

The traditional rule of law
doesn't pretend to make large
moral and historical judgments.
Its province is not merit or des
ert, let alone collective guilt, but
simply legal entitlement. It de
cides which driver had the right
of way, not which was on a more
urgent mission or had the more
worthy destination; which claim
ant possessed the deed, not
which was more admirable or pa
thetic. It is the virtue of law, not
its defect, that it is immune to the
fluctuation of passion or sympa
thy and uninterested in the per
sonal qualities of litigants.

To abandon this impersonality
is to plug the state into controver
sies it is incompetent to decide,
and to require it to intervene in a
thousand areas of formerly pri
vate life. The attempt to create
"racial justice" beyond merely
treating race as an irrelevant cate
gory for legal purposes, leads to
wholesale "compensation" to
large categories of people, who
mayor may not personally suffer
from the putative injustice, at the
expense of other large categories
of people, most of whom have
committed no injustice.

Guilt is not proved but crudely
2

presumed, and a penalty is im
posed without trial. What would
be intolerable if done to the indi
vidual is somehow justified if
done to the mass. And in classifYi
ing whole categories ,ofcitizens as
accredited victims, the state ren
ders gross historical verdicts that
no serious historian would make.

"Historical" wrongs can't be
atoned for. Only specific legal
wrongs can be redressed. The
federal government itself, in my
judgment, illegally interned
thousands ofJapanese-Ameri
cans during World War II. If so,
the government owes compensa
tion, not to all Japanese-Ameri
cans, but to those people whose
individual rights it violated, in
cluding any who were actually,
say, Chinese or Korean.

Not all official victim catego
ries are ethnic. The state now
tries to remedy the alleged
"wrongs" or meet the alleged
"needs" of the poor, the handi
capped, the elderly, the homo
sexuals, and other categories.
Politically, there is a simple stan
dard: power. You have to have a
lot of clout to be a victim. And in
a modem democracy, "rights" be
come privileges whose actual ef
fect is to diminish, not enlarge,
personal liberty.

Powerful and power-seeking
constituencies illuminate a basic
problem of modern democracy.
It is a principle of the rule of law
that no man is to be judge in his
own cause. Yet democracy invites
all citizens to assert their own in
terests. As long as people merely
use the franchise to defend their
interests against state encroach
ment, democracy is working as it
should. But what if they use po
litical power for the purpose of
urging the state to encroach on
the interests of others?

This is what Madison called
the problem of "faction." But
what Madison saw as a problem
less scrupulous politicians have
seen as opportunity. Whereas he
hoped that factions, or special in
terests, would cancel each other
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out, more recent politicians, es
pecially since the New Deal,
have sought to surmount the
checks and balances offederalism
and to consolidate power by
building coalitions of factions
into a sort ofruling super-faction.

The use of bribery, graft, and
political spoils is as old as politics.
All politicians realize that the
surest way to amass power is to
make as many people as possible
dependent on themselves for jobs
and favors. The traditional way
has been to bestow appointments
on political allies. But the
number of government jobs is al
ways limited.

It was the genius of Franklin
Roosevelt to see that millions of
voters could, in effect, be bought
with the promise of income from
the federal government - which
meant, ultimately, with taxes
levied on the income of other cit
izens. He privately boasted that
"no damn politician" would ever
be able to repeal "my Social Se
curity system." That system was
fraudulent-the sort of scheme
that businessmen go to jail for
but it was a tremendous success
politically.

More recent federal programs
have made tens of millions of
Americans recipients of federal
money. The money. is collected
by an agency that operates out
side the restraints of the Con
stitution and the rule of law. The
beneficiaries of the system are
jealous of their benefits; the vic
tims-the people who pay for
it-are too intimidated and de
moralized, and have little incen
tive, to resist. They face their
annual tax inquisition with
quietly bitter resignation. In rela
tion to the federal government,
the American citizen today is ei
ther a dependent or a defendant.

The new system, a virtual ab
rogation of the original constitu
tional plan, has destroyed eco
nomic privacy. At the same time,
voting has come to be regarded as
a purely private act. There is
something askew in this arrange-

ment. A voter is a sort of public
official. He should at least be held
morally responsible to his fellow
citizens in the use of his fran
chise. If he votes to enrich him
self at their expense, he is no
better than a politician who takes
a bribe.

In fact, the sort of interest
group politics that prevails in the
United States today amounts to a
system ofmass bribery. In the old
days an occasional citizen bribed
an occasional politician and, if
caught, was punished. Nowa
days nearly all politicians bribe as
many voters as possible, and get
elected. Our pundits and even
our civics books celebrate this
process as the fulfillment of the
Framers' plan, when it is really
the defeat of that plan.

Liberal opinion has lately been
exercised about the "greed" al
legedly unleashed during the
Reagan years, meaning the trans
actions of a few fast operators on
Wall Street (many of whom
harmed nobody). But the most
pervasive form of greed in Amer
ica today is the greed that seeks to
gain other people's money by
electing politicians who will take
it on your behalf This form of
greed, however, is now called
"need." The word "greed" is re
served for those who would pro
tect their own earnings from the
state and its clients.

The triumph of Roosevelt and
his successors lay in implicating
huge masses of voters in a gigan
tic conflict ofinterest. As citizens,
we have a moral obligation to vote
with strict regard for the public
good. As prospective recipients
offederal money, however, we are
invited to urge the state to rob our
fellow citizens on our behalf

Democratic politics has be
come largely the manipulation of
voting blocs; and as Benjamin
Ginsberg has brilliantly ex
plained in his book The Captive
Public, the federal government
keeps generating new constituen
cies for itself, new blocs demand
ing new benefits. The civic-
3

minded individual voter gets lost
in the gargantuan shuffle among
the groups that really count, the
powerful forces contending for
victim status.

The word "minority" has a
halo of pathos about it. But in
modem politics, a "minority" is
always a bloc to be reckoned
with. It has translated its pathos
into power, and it dwarfs the un
affiliated individual whose per
sonal income is up for grabs.

George Will has praised Roo
sevelt for introducing into our na
tional politics an "ethic of
common provision." But this
would be a plausible description
only if those who received bene
fits were debarred from voting
a stipulation that would now be
denounced as heartless, inhu
man, and (of course) un
democratic, though John Stuart
Mill, among others, thought it
axiomatically necessary to pre
serve the welfare state from cor
ruption. Without such a stipula
tion, what we are likely to have is
less an "ethic of common provi
sion" than a politics of rapacity.

Democracy is morally legiti
mate only as long as citizens are
delegating to the officers of state
the powers that rightly belong to
self-government. But democracy
can't bestow on a state power that
no government is entitled to. De
mocracy is powerless to sanctify
robbery and bribery.

At the N uremburg trials the
civilized world was appalled to
learn how the ostensible rule of
law could be perverted into mass
murder by bureaucratic delega
tion. Of course I am speaking of
something infinitely less serious.
But it is serious enough to notice,
and the principle is the same. An
enormous state apparatus is rou
tinely committing, on our behalf,
acts that would immediately be
recognized as criminal if we per
formed them personally.

The arrogance of the modern
state-democratic, Communist,
Fascist-lies in its claim to alter

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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even the moral principles that
customarily guide human beings
in their dealings with each other.
Apart from being wrong, this is a
futile and dangerous undertak
ing. It destroys the good faith and
social trust on which any society,
with any form of government,
depends.

The socialists have always spo
ken hopefully of "building a new
society"; the Communists even
claimed to have created a "new
Soviet man." But what Mr. Gor
bachev has painfully learned is
that the real task of a ruler is to
build an old society, not by
switching all the rules and abol
ishing traditional understand
ings, but by preserving the
essential components of concord.
Building a society is slow work,
like establishing a credit rating.
Theonly assurance we have that
a thing will last is that it has al
ready lasted.

The euphoria of the moment
shouldn't make us suppose that
Communism and modern de
mocracy are polar opposites be
tween which lie all the pos-

hours, or until 7:15pm, he's
guilty, and his boss can be fined
$100,000 and sentenced to six
months in prison.

What's wrong with hard work?
And why should the federal gov
ernment, not exactly an expert in
hard work, stick its nose in? The
Constitution doesn't appoint
Mrs. Dole as Big Mother.

Can a youngster work too
many hours? Sure, just as he can
play too many hours. But in a free
and decent society, ,decisions
about these matters are for par
ents, not bureaucrats. Mrs. Dole
not only violates the free market,
she usurps the authority of fa
thers and mothers.

How dare she close off the~e
kids' opportunities? A teenager's
job is not only gainful, it's a
school for life. And it is the most
important school many kids at
tend. The government wants to

sibilities of government. ]0 a
lesser degree, the democratic
state in our time also invades and
constricts the area of private life.
Unlike the Communist state, it
does so at the behest of powerful
masses of voters who can't be
overthrown and can hardly be re
strained. We should be grateful
that their rule is far less onerous
than Communism. But this
doesn't mean that their dominion
is any sort of ideal.

Even under democracy, mod
em man has the unpleasant sen
sation that the state is closing in
on him. "T'here is nothing left of
which we can say to them, 'Mind
your own business,'" C.S. Lewis
lamented. "Our whole lives are
their business." Politicians are
seen, and see themselves, not
merely as "rulers," Lewis noted,
but as "leaders"-a change in ter
minology he thought deeply sig
nificant, implying as it does that
the purpose of the state is not to
stabilize but to change.

Even our inner lives are not
immune, as public schools en
gage in "consciousness raising"-

kick them out.
This is made easier by what

Ludwig von Mises identified as
the "anti-capitalistic mentality"
of politicians and intellectuals,
and the long history of socialist
propaganda on this subject.

Youth labor is the "most
widely misrepresented aspect of
the history of capitalism," says
Robert Hessen of the Hoover In
stitution.

We're told that capitalism put
young people to work in the Eng
lish factories of the 1700s and
1800s that were little better than
concentration camps. As usual,
the Left has got it exactly back
wards.

In 1697, before the Industrial
Revolution, John Locke urged
families to· put their children to
work at age three. Otherwise,
they would have only "bread and
water, and that very scantily too."
4

monitoring and supposedly cor
recting childrensattitudes on "so
cial" issues; to liberal opinion, the
Politically Correct Attitudes
seem so self-evident that there is'
no reason not to instill them into
every child.

Lewis was sensitive to the dan
gers posed by enlarging the pub
lic sector: "I believe. a man is
happier, and happy in a richer
way, if he has 'the free~born
mind.' But I doubt whether he
can have this without economic
independence, which the new so
ciety is abolishing. FQr economic
independence allows an· educa
tion not controlled by govern
ment; and in adult life it is the
man who needs, and asks, noth
ing of government who can criti
cize its acts and snap his fingers at
its ideology. Read Montaigne;
that's the voice of a man with his
legs under his own table, eating
the mutton and.turnips raised on
his own land. Who will talk like
that when the State is everyone's
schoolmaster and employer?"

A good question. Modem de
mocracy has yet to answer it.......

And many would not have even
that.

By 1830, the life expectancy of
children· had vastly increased,
thanks to the most explosive
growth in living standards in his
tory. Before capitalism, "these
children were destitute," said
Mises. "Their only refuge was
the factory," which "saved them
from death by starvation."

The work was hard, as life was
hard, but it was not abusive. The
real maltreatment took place in
the English welfare system. l"'he
government placed orphaned and
deserted children in horrendous
establishments.

When youth factory work was
restricted by an unholy combina
tion of upper-class bleedin~

hearts and socialists, it was th~

kids who suffered. Since they
had to live, and since they would
do anything to avoid the social
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W
.are all too familiar with
the phenomenon of the
"spin doctors," those po
litical agents who rush to
provide the media with

the proper "spin" after each cam
paign poll, speech, or debate.
What we sometimes fail to realize
is that the Establishment has its
spin doctors in the economic
realm as well. For every piece of
bad economic news, there is a
scramble to provide a pleasantly
soothing interpretation.

One perennial favorite is our
permanent state ofinflation. Dur
ing the halcyon days of the 195Os
and 1960s, the Fed and the other
monetary authorities believed
that inflation was out of control if
it went above 2% a year. But such
is the narcotizing effect of habit
and desensitization that nowa
days our standard 4.5% rate is
held to be equivalent to inflation
having disappeared. In fact, the
implication is that we have no
need to worry so long as inflation
stays below the dread "double
digit," reached for the first time
in peacetime during the inflation
ary recessions of the early and

workers, the youngsters were
forced to look for usually lower
paying and more dangerous vyork
in the countryside. Many ended
up, says Mises, "vagabonds, beg
gars, tramps, robbers, and pros
titutes."

Youth labor was not abolished
by J:larliament, says Hessen, any
more than it could be legislatively
eliminated today in Bangladesh
or Ghana. Only when "the in
come of the parents became suffi
cient to support them" did it
cease. T'he "emancipators and
benefactors for these children"
were "manufacturers and finan
ciers," not politicians.

lwice during the Progressive
Era (the regressive era that gave us
the rederal Reserve, the income
tax, and World War I), Congress
tried to restrict youth work, but
both times it was stymied by a

late 1970s.
Well, in January 1990, the cost

of living index at last reached well
over double-digit proportions.
During that month, the cost of
living shot up by 1.1%, which
amounts to more than 13% per
year, reaching the disturbing in
flationary peaks of the 1970s. Was
there any grave concern? Did the
Fed and the Administration, at
long last, reach for the panic but
ton?

Certainly not, for the eco
nomic spin doctors were quick to
leap to their tasks. You see, if you
take out the fastest rising price
categories-food and energy
things don't look so bad. Food
went up by 1.8% in January-an
annual rise of almost 22%; while
energy prices went up by no less
than 5.1%-an annual increase of
over 61%. But that's OK, because
the culprit was the record cold
snap in December, which drove
food and vegetable prices up by
10.2% the following month (an
annual rise of over 122%), and
pushed up heating oil prices by
26.3% (an annual increase of over
316%).

Supreme Court that followed the
Constitution.

Liberals and unions proposed
a constitutional amendment to
ban child labor, but it too failed.
Only Franklin D. Roosevelt's
New Deal, which subverted the
Supreme Court and exalted
unions, could have enacted the
union-inspired Walsh-Healey
Act of 1936, ordering govern
ment contractors to fire young
people, cut working hours, and
pay above-market union wages.
The so-called Fair Labor Stan
dards Act of 1938 extended these
principles to the whole economy,
and gave us the first minimum
wage.

Northeastern Congressmen
saw the legislation as a way to
attack the lower-cost, non-union
Southern states. A conservative
Republican-Southern Democrat
alliance tried to stop the laws, but
5

lake out those volatile (though
concededly important) categories
of food and energy, then, and we
get a far more satisfactory "core
rate" (defined as consumer price
movements minus food and en
ergy) of "only" 0.6% for January,
an annual rise of 7.5%. This, the
Establishment admitted, is defi
nitely cause for concern, but it is,
after all, well under the baleful
levels of double-digit.

But, we must remember, there
are often cold snaps during the
winter, and the always allegedly
random effects of the weather al
ways seem to \\Iork more strongly
in the inflationary than in the de
flationary direction.

The concoction of the "core
rate" is a plausible-seeming exam
ple of a racketeering general prin
ciple: if you want to make infla
tion go away, simply take out the
price categories that are rising
most rapidly. Lop off enough
prices, and you can make it seem
that there is no inflation at all,
ever. Find some excuse for taking
out all the rising categories, call
whatever is left the "base rate,"

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

unfortunately to no avail. Anti
market legislation is always
harmful, but these laws threw
people out of work during the
Great Depression.

T'he power of labor unions has
faded since those dark days, and
few people (outside of university
economics departments) believe
in Marxist exploitation theories
anymore, but we are still saddled
with anti-work laws that stunt
young peoples' lives.

Instead of harassing small
businesses, I have a better idea.
Let's raid the Department of La
bor and toss the slothocracy out
on the street. Maybe they can get
some real jobs in fast-food restau
rants ... as long as they're willing
to compete with America's young
people newly enfranchised by
the repeal of all child-labor laws.
~
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T
o the bureaucrat, the market
is chaos. Order comes from
the' design of a powerful
planner, from the govern
ment. Thats why Louis W

Sullivan, Secretary ofHealth and
Human Services (HHS), will im
pose new nutritional labeling reg
ulations on about 20,000 food
items next year.

"The grocery store has become
a Tower of Babel," Sullivan said,
"and consumers need to be lin
guists, scientists, and mind read
ers to understand the many labels
they see." The bureaucrat, like
some Australian bushman newly
arrived in New York City, stares
at the market and is dumb
founded.

Besides the mandatory labels,

and presto-changeo! inflation is
gone forever.

Thus, during the early years of
the Reagan Administration,
housing prices were going up by
an embarrassing degree, and so
they were simply taken out of the
index, on the excuse that con
sumers pay annual rents, actual
or imputed, and at that point
rents had not yet caught up to the
increases in the prices ofhousing.
During the infamous German
hyperinflation of 1923, for an
other example, there were re
spected Establishment econo
mists who maintained that there
was no inflation in Germany at
all, but rather deflation, since
prices in terms of gold (which
was no longer redeemable for
marks) were going down!

Unfortunately, the poor be
nighted consumers are paying
through the nose in higher prices
for all the goods on the index (and
even more for goods that never
get on the index, such as brand
name products and books), even
including houses, food, and en
ergy. We consumers don't have
the privilege of paying only for
"core" goods; nor, unfortunately,
do we enjoy the luxury of paying
in gold.

Since even the core rate is get-

which will list in specified form
the amounts offat, fiber, and cho
lesterol and the percentage of cal
ories that come from fat, the new
regulations will define "low fat"
and "high fiber. " Fresh fruit and
produce are included in the new
regulations, but, mercifully, la
bels will not be attached to apples
and potatoes; rather, the store
will have to make the information
available to shoppers.

The New York Times said "the
proposal was greeted with a vari
ety of cheers and boos from the
industry and consumer groups."
But the only boo it reported came
from the Food Processors Asso
ciation, which wants a single na
tionwide labeling system instead
of "hodge-podge of conflicting

ting disturbingly high, the Estab
lishment economists are begin
ning to look around for explana
tions. One old candidate for
blame has therefore resurfaced,
with several economists pointing
out that wage rates went up by a
disquietingly high 5.0% last year;
but since prices went up by the
now traditional 4.5%, this hardly
seems a major point of worry.

Wage rates have been lagging
behind price increases for years.
The real culprit for the accelerat
ing inflation is the one candidate
that the Establishment always
tries its best to avoid fingering:
the money supply created by the
federal government itsel£

After years of the government's
creating new money and pouring
it into the economy, the people
are now spending that money,
and hence driving prices upward.
But the last group the federal gov
ernment wants to blame is itself;
besides, money creation is too
pleasant for the creator and his
beneficiaries to give up without a
struggle. And only when the
power to create money, that is, to
counterfeit, is taken totally out of
the hands of government will the
curse of inflation truly disappear
forever......
6

state requirements." This is op
position?

The Times explained that the
food industry has changed its
position on mandatory labeling
because consumers like labels. In
fact, for reasons that should sur
prise no one, the companies
using labels want the companies
that don't to be forced to use
them. "We'd love mandatory la
beling," said DavidJ. McDonald,
CEO of Curtice-Bums Food Co.
"It's a level playing field. "

Under current law, adopted 17
years ago, nutritional labels are
required only for foods that have
vitamins added or which make
health claims.

The first thing to notice is that,
once again, the market is way
ahead of the regulators. Seven
teen years ago few people cared
about fat and fiber. Yet when con
sumers began to get interested,
business did not wait for the gov
ernment to act. Private indi
viduals wrote books, which
consumers eagerly read, and this
heightened interest led to prod
uct labeling. The feds are playing
catch-up.

But they can't play it well. In
stead, they will lumber, bull-like,
into the china shop and upset the
market process, which would
otherwise, in countless un
foreseeable ways, educate and
satisfy consumers. The govern
ment will deny American con
sumers the right to demand and
get precisely the kind of labeling
that they, and not some bureau
crats, want.

If we know one thing for cer
tain about this area ofscience, it is
that we don't know much for cer
tain. One day we're told that
everyone should avoid salt; next
day, the warning is restricted to
people with high blood pressure.
One day a study demonstrates
that oat bran can lower choles
terol; next day, another study:\
shows the opposite. Researchers
now dispute whether diet can af
fect cholesterol levels at all!

The New York Times reported
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recently that scientists are still ar
guing, after decades, over
whether fluoridated water causes
cancer in rats. It is precisely in an
area where scientific research fre
quently contradicts itself that the
inflexibility of bureaucracy is
most dangerous. That is where
we need the competitive market
process: here the marketplace of
ideas and the marketplace of
products intersect-to the bene
fit of consumers. Limiting either
market harms their health.

Another problem with govern
ment-mandated labeling is that it
gives people a false sense of se
curity. With mandated labeling,
many will understandably feel
that they are being told every
thing they need to know. Every
one must economize on knowl
edge. No one has enough time or
money to learn everything about
even the subjects most important
to them.

The daily challenge is to use
one's resources intelligently in ac
quiring infonnation. One tries to
avoid squandering resources on
useless or bad information and
missing opportunities for good
infonnation. If the government
decides what infonnation should
be provided and requires that it
be placed on products, the infor
mation will appear to consumers
as a free good.

T
he demise of Drexel Burn
ham Lambert, the maverick
investment banking house,
was applauded in elite busi
ness and banking circles.

But it was one of the tragedies in
U. S. financial history.

Drexel had made many en
emies since 1983, when it single
handedly created a new industry
by financing the first high-yield
bond takeover of a corporation.
Through the work of its star fi
nancier Michael Milken, it en
gineered a new way to wrest
poorly-run corporations from
their managers.

For the next seven years,
Drexel helped entrepreneurs

Many will respond to this
"free" information by using re
sources that would have other
wise gone to acquiring nutri
tional information on other uses.
l'heir interest in reading and
thinking about nutrition will
erode. T'hey will be less infonned
consumers, contrary to the stated
purpose of the labeling program.
What is billed as a consumer edu
cation program is in fact an anti
education program.

Another problem with man
datory labeling is that people
tend to grant undeserved credit to
the government's imprimatur.
Most consumers discount to
some extent the infonnation they
get from the manufacturer of a
product because its interest is
readily understood. But these
same consumers take infonnation
from government regulators,
"consumer" groups, and univer
sity research institutions as if
their only interest were consumer
welfare.

It doesn't occur to most people
that bureaucrats, "consumer ad
vocates," and government
funded scientists have career in
terests not unlike those of busi
ness executives. They want to
succeed, see their bureaus or or
ganizations grow, and command
bigger budgets. Many of them
also have a busy-body complex:

raise capital through low-rated
bonds that rewarded investors for
their risk with high rates of re
turn. The "corporate raiders"
used the bonds to purchase con
trolling fractions ofstock in target
companies, ousting long-estab
lished executives who had often
mismanaged the firms. The me
dia, following Establishment
pmctice, called the high-yield in
struments "junk bonds," but they·

I ushered in a new era in finance.
By 1986, Drexel had risen to

become the most profitable in
vestment bank in the country,
while disapproving competitors,
frightened corporate managers,
and the media watched in horror.
7

they think they know how people
should live and eat, and intend to
harass, if not force, them into
living and eating that way.

T'he infonnation they provide
is no more likely to be "objective"
than that provided by, say,
Quaker Oats-and probably less
so because Quaker Oats has to
face fickle consumers in the mar
ketplace every day. Consumers
don't have to turn one nickel over·
to Quaker Oats if they choose not
to. But they have no such power
with regard to HHS or research
institutions that live off govern
ment grants.

Without government require
ments, a wealth of infonnation
about nutrition would be avail
able in a variety of forms, from
package labeling to Consumer Re
ports. Ironically, when the Ameri
can Heart Association proposed
a private labeling program, the
government opposed it.

The very contention that Sul
livan condemns (government is
always uneasy about processes it
doesn't control), the contention
over what information to present
and how to present it, is what
yields benefits to consumers. We
don't know everything and, more
important, we don't know what
we don't know. Competition in
the free market is the best way to
learn......

Their influence in Washington
brought about the SEC prosecu
tion of Drexel client Ivan Boesky
for insider trading. In November
1986, the SEC launched an inves
tigation of Milken and Drexel
based on information supplied
by Boesky.

Almost immediately, "sources"
within the agency began leaking
Boesky's allegations to The Wall

· Street Journal. According to the
reports, Boesky had revealed a
variety of insider schemes and
other trading violations.

Not to be outdone, the Federal
Reserve aided the ongoing ha

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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rassment of Drexel by using its
margin rules torestrict the use of
low-rated bonds in financing cor
porate takeovers, after influential
corporations such as Unocal, a
takeover target of 1~ Boone Pick
ens, requested they do so.

Finally, in September of 1988,
the SEC filed sweeping civil
charges against Drexel in a stag
gering 184-page civil complaint.
The beleaguered company had
already spent more than $140
million to defend itself, including
$40 million to copy, collate, and
cross-reference 1. 5 million pages
of documents.

After its two-year investiga
tion, however, the SEC's case
turned out to be surprisingly
weak. Most of the allegations
were based on the word of Ivan
Boesky, aconvicted felon whom
columnist Robert Samuelson
called "a practiced, even enthusi
astic liar." Although the SEC
claimed to have collaborating wit
nesses' it neglected to name them
in the complaint. Then, U.S. At
torney Rudolph Giuliani in
formed Milken that criminal
indictments would also be
brought.

The dubious strength of the
government's case was a far cry
from the "systematic corruption"
and "rampant criminal conduct"
claimed by U. S. attorneys before
the charges were filed, and ques
tions were raised in the media
about the potency of the evi
dence. Almost all of the Drexel
clients named in the SEC com
plaint continued to do business
with the firm, including Maxxam
Corp., a. firm the SEC claimed
Drexel defrauded. Drexel ap
peared ready to do battle, but the
government had not yet begun to
fight. It would later be revealed
that it was desperate not to.

In late December, federal pros-

ecutor Giuliani approached
Drexel with an ultimatum: settle
or suffer criminal indictment.
Giuliani's threat! was backed by
the awesome power of the Rack
eteerlnfluenced and Corrupt Or
ganizations Act (RICO), which
one federal judge has called a
"monster." RICO allows the gov
ernment to seize a defendant's as
sets before a case is brought to
trial, let alone before anyone is
convicted. Although the law was
created as a weapon against orga
nized crime, Giuliani had made a
name for himself by applying
RICO to a wide variety of vvhite
collar infractions.

Drexel executives realized that
if criminal charges were filed
against them under RICO, the
company would probably not
survive the pre-trial asset for
feiture. In late December, Drexel
reluctantly announced that it had
struck a deal with prosecutors in
which it would plead guilty to six
felony counts of mail, wire, and
securities fraud which "the com
pany is not in a position to dis
pute," fire Milken, and pay $650
million in penalties. Giuliani
agreed in return to cancel his
plans to prosecute Drexel under
RICO. T'hus, more than two
years and hundreds of millions of
dollars after the government be
gan its campaign against Drexel,
the world would never know if
the company had committed a
single crime.

During the early months of'
1989, Milken attempted to pre
vent his firing, but three months
after his indictment in March, he
resigned. In April, the SEC set
tled the civil charges with
Drexel, in a deal that amounted
to an SEC takeover of the com
pany. Drexel was forced to accept
John Shad, the former SEC

chairman who had launched the
current wave of insider-trading
investigations, as its nevv non-ex
ecutive chairman. l\vo "outside
directors" were appointed, as well
as an "ombudsman" \Alho would
be available to Drexel employees
who wanted to report trading ir
regularities. Although the new
situation imposed a stranglehold
on a company that had lost its key
employee, Drexel's troubles
seemed largely to be over.

But the government vendetta
against Drexel was far from com
plete. In 1989, the federal govern
ment forced all savings and loans
to dispose of their high-yield
bonds, sending prices in the mar
ket plummeting. Then, in Sep
tember, Drexel paid $500 million
of its colossal $650 million fine.
T'he massive fine combined with
the government-induced slump
in the high-yield bond market
caused Drexel's net worth,
largely held in low-rated bonds,
to decline sharply. Because the
liquidity of high-yield bonds was
largely dependent upon Drexel's
well-being, the company's prob
lems further depressed the mar
ket.

In February 1990, Drexel's
holding company began to trans
fer money from its subsidiary to
pay off short-term loans coming
due. The SEC struck its final
blow, ordering Drexel to stop.
The holding company defaulted
on more than $100 million in
loans, and was forced to file for
chapter 11 bankruptcy. The gov
ernment, after three years of con
certed effort, had finally man
aged to destroy Drexel Burnham
Lambert.

The company, and ·Milken,
had made the mistake of doing
what every great American inno
vator has done: threatening the
Status quo.....
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